Bullying and the older nurse.
The purpose of this article is to discuss bullying from the perspective of the older nurse. Inappropriate behaviours, such as bullying, are being scrutinised in health care because of the potential negative impact on patient care and safety and worker wellbeing and satisfaction. Although this phenomenon is often referred to as 'nurses eating their young', the implications for the older nurse cannot be ignored. The work environment is instrumental in the retention of workers. Older nurses are essential for knowledge transfer. When developing strategies to retain the older worker, issues such as bullying need to be examined. Without proper identification and the willingness of management to acknowledge it, bullying may become a cultural norm. Once this occurs, it is necessary to examine the underlying structures that support its continued presence. Hierarchical and disempowering work environments may be contributors. Nurses of all ages can be affected by bullying, so empowering initiatives need to be developed to prevent perpetuation and victimisation. To prevent bullying, initiatives that recognise the skills and knowledge that nurses contribute to patient care need to be developed.